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rather than a short high sale, Amazon AWS-Developer Test Valid.pdf If you choose our study
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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is the primary difference between incident management and problem management?
A. Problem management prevents customers fromcalling ;incident management handles calls
when customers do call
B. Problem management finds and eliminates the underlying causes of incidents; incident
management resolves incidents as quickly as possible.
C. Problem management deals with conflicts within service level agreement; incident
management is independent of the service level agreement.
D. Problem management is focused on helping customer; incident management is focused on
processes and procedures.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are a Dynamics 365 administrator.
You create a new app.
You need to create the site map for the app.
Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions
from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 3
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each
question in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct
solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result,
these questions will not appear in the review screen.
Your company plans to migrate all its data and resources to Azure.
The company's migration plan states that only platform as a service (PaaS) solutions must be
used in Azure.
You need to deploy an Azure environment that supports the planned migration.
Solution: You create an Azure App Service and Azure Storage accounts.
Does this meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. N
Answer: B
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